EXTRAORDINARY VALUE IN FINE CABINETRY

prelude™
embodies the Plato heritage of more than 120 years of fine woodworking experience. Inspired by the success of our Plato Personalized Custom Cabinetry, the Prelude line is manufactured with the same attention to detail—details often overlooked by others. The same hands that carefully handcraft Plato’s premium Custom Series also build and finish Prelude cabinets.

Value engineering results in the highest quality cabinets at a more affordable price. Since Prelude has the same exterior appearance as Plato’s full Custom line, you can easily and seamlessly integrate the two lines as desired for the best of both worlds!
Prelude drawers and adjustable sliding trays are 3/8” solid maple or birch sides with fully captured 3/8” maple plywood bottoms and furniture dovetail corners. Both drawers and trays use whisper-smooth, full extension, soft-close, concealed drawer slides. Concealed hinges also have a built-in soft-close feature.
Door: Artisan • Insert Panel: F1
Door Edge: K • Drawer: LX
Wood: Paint • Finish: Buttercream

Door: Bayport • Insert Panel: R3
Door Edge: P • Drawer: LX • Wood: Paint
Finish: White Dove/Brown Glaze

Door: Classic • Door Edge: E
Drawer: CLA2DRW • Wood: Cherry
Finish: Espresso

Door: Classic XE • Door Edge: K
Drawer: CXE2DRW • Wood: Cherry
Finish: Champagne

Door: Coventry • Insert Panel: F1
Door Edge: P • Drawer: SL2
Wood: Alder • Finish: Merlot/Black Glaze

Door: Craftsman • Insert Panel: F1
Door Edge: K • Drawer: SL2 • Wood: Rustic Alder • Finish: Champagne/Brown Glaze
Because Plato Woodwork builds the doors rather than purchasing them from an outside source, we have increased the opportunity for customization. Many door styles are available with a choice of flat, raised, or beadboard style center panels. Further customize your door with one of 6 unique edge treatments.
Custom hood and 12 lite door from Plato’s Custom Series combine perfectly with Prelude.

Wide drawers can be configured to store spices, knives, or both.

Narrow pull-outs conveniently store spices and oils.

Trash and recycling in one pull-out.
Door: Dellwood • Insert Panel: F1
Door Edge: M • Drawer: LX • Wood: Paint
Finish: Mushroom/Brown Glaze

Door: Delta • Insert Panel: F1
Door Edge: K • Drawer: LX • Wood: Cherry
Finish: Coastal Gray/Black Glaze

Door: Dover • Insert Panel: R1
Door Edge: R • Drawer: SL2
Wood: Paint • Finish: Platinum

Door: Eastcliff • Insert Panel: F1
Door Edge: M • Drawer: LX • Wood: Alder
Finish: Caramel/Black Glaze

Door: Kenyon • Insert Panel: F1
Door Edge: K • Drawer: LX
Wood: Paint • Finish: Raindrop

Door: Legend • Insert Panel: F1
Door Edge: K • Drawer: LX
Wood: Paint • Finish: Smoke
Door: Mesa • Insert Panel: F1
Door Edge: K • Drawer: SL2
Wood: Character Cherry
Finish: Natural/Brown Glaze

Door: Newport • Insert Panel: F1
Door Edge: D • Drawer: LX
Wood: Alder • Finish: Natural

Door: Norwood • Door Edge: K
Drawer: SL2 • Wood: Maple
Finish: Natural

Door: Pacific • Insert Panel: F1
Door Edge: E • Drawer: LX
Wood: Paint • Finish: Arctic White
THE PRELUDE ADVANTAGE

• Prelude features 13” deep wall cabinets and full depth adjustable base shelves for increased storage capacity.

• Prelude's dovetailed drawers and optional adjustable sliding trays are ¾” thick solid birch or maple hardwood with a ⅜” maple plywood bottom captured on all four sides. Both roll silently and smoothly on 100 lb. capacity bottom mounted, full extension, soft close slides.

• Prelude hinges incorporate a soft close feature for a quieter kitchen experience.

• Prelude's narrow 1¼” face frame makes for wider drawers and more accessible storage.

• Prelude's interior is scratch-resistant, easy-to-clean commercial grade melamine.

• Prelude's durable, multi-step, catalyzed varnish finish is baked in infrared ovens for a satin smooth finishing touch.

• Prelude’s Limited Lifetime Warranty is backed by a fifth-generation family owned company that takes pride in what they manufacture.

• Made in the USA
This kitchen illustrates the seamless integration of Prelude cabinets with Plato Personalized Custom.

Top: Door Style: Coventry  
Finish: Diamond White  

Left: Custom Cherry tall cabinet is surrounded by Prelude painted cabinetry.
Door: Revival • Insert Panel: R1
Door Edge: P • Drawer: LX • Wood: Cherry
Finish: Briar/Black Glaze

Door: Santa Fe • Insert Panel: F1
Door Edge: K • Drawer: LX
Wood: Quarter Sawn White Oak
Finish: Beachwood

Door: Shaker • Insert Panel: F1
Door Edge: K • Drawer: SL2
Wood: Paint • Finish: Mushroom

Door: Tahoe • Insert Panel: F1
Door Edge: P • Drawer: SL2
Wood: Paint • Finish: Basil/Brown Glaze

Door: Wellington • Insert Panel: F1
Door Edge: R • Drawer: SL2
Wood: Paint • Finish: White Dove

Door: Westport • Insert Panel: R11
Door Edge: M • Drawer: LX
Wood: Cherry • Finish: Briar/Black Glaze
Upper Door: Coventry Arch A
Insert Panel: R1 • Door Edge: D
Wood: Alder • Finish: Caramel

Upper Door: Coventry Arch B
Insert Panel: R1 • Door Edge: R
Wood: Cherry • Finish: Mocha

Upper Door: Coventry Arch C
Insert Panel: R1 • Door Edge: P
Wood: Cherry • Finish: Champagne

Door: WGD1
Door: WGD2
Door: WGD5
**FINISHES**

- Buttercream
- Shadow
- Smoke
- Basil
- Mushroom
- Arctic White
- Gray Mist
- Diamond White
- White Dove
- Mushroom
- Sunlight
- Smoke
- Stoneware
- Shadow
- Vanilla
- Fog
- Buttercream
- Olive
- Oatmeal
- Cottage Red
- Platinum
- Black

**PAINT**

Door Style: Coventry
Wood: Alder
Finish: Caramel
Define your design composition with today’s colors, stains, or paint finishes knowing that Plato takes the same care in wood selection and finishing Prelude cabinets as it does with its premium Custom line. All stained finishes feature Plato’s tough catalyzed conversion varnish in your choice of two sheen levels to ensure durable, luxurious surfaces.

Printed colors do not allow for absolutely accurate reproduction of wood, stain, or paint colors. See your Plato dealer’s color samples for actual colors.
EXTRAORDINARY VALUE IN FINE CABINETRY

With Prelude you have . . .

Enduring Style, Comprehensive Service,
Highest Quality, Lifetime Warranty.
Everything You’ve Come to Expect from Plato Woodwork!